REFURBISHED

DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS

In today’s challenging economic times, we understand that your equipment dollars
need to stretch further. You need equipment solutions that can maximize your budget
by investing in high quality refurbished systems, parts, and services. ROS can provide
that. At ROS, we are dedicated to helping your facility every step of the way, focusing
on you and your staff’s diagnostic imaging needs.
We provide a range of diagnostic imaging equipment to help you accurately diagnose
illnesses or injuries, including CT scanners, MRI systems, and PET/CT scanners.
Contact a ROS representative today to get started.
CT Scanners

PET/CT Scanners

MRI Systems

Other X-Ray Equipment

CT scanners are critical for diagnosing injury
and disease, and we provide a variety of
pre-owned, refurbished CT scanners to meet
your imaging needs.

MRI is the modality of choice for a number of
neurological and musculoskeletal applications.
Choose from our wide selection of MRI systems
from the industry’s leading manufacturers.

Whether you need a mobile or fixed PET/CT
scanner, we have a variety of quality, refurbished
machines available and offer a range of services
to ensure a hassle-free solution.

We also offer a variety of additional diagnostic
imaging machines including: C-Arm, Cath Lab,
and other X-ray systems.
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Is Buying Refurbished Medical Equipment Right For You?
Depending on your specific needs and financial constraints, purchasing refurbished
or pre-owned medical equipment can provide significant benefits for your facility.
Grow your Practice
Whether you're opening a new center, adding additional equipment, or just want to
enhance your clinic’s capabilities, buying refurbished medical equipment is a savvy way to
grow your practice.

Improve Patient Care

Purchasing a refurbished machine allows you to purchase technology you may not be able
to afford otherwise. It also frees up budget dollars that can be used to invest in other areas
of your practice, such as new upgrades, a remodel, or hiring more staff, thereby improving
your practice and the lives of your patients.

Improve ROI

Payers make no distinction between new and refurbished. So why pay more for the same
reimbursement? Additionally, buying “experienced” equipment often means lower annual
maintenance/service contract expenses. The bottom line is a better bottom line.

Lower Financial Risk

Uncertainty of patient volume. Future competitive threats. Reimbursement rate changes.
There are always risks to your practice. Refurbished equipment allows you to lower your
overall risk and provides increased financial strength to meet unexpected challenges.

Gain Peace of Mind

Our experienced project management team is here to help during every step of the process.
With our rigorous inspection process and no-risk warranty, you can have peace of mind that
you’re getting quality, reliable medical equipment.

Maintain Strong Backups

Should something happen with one of your existing machines, a refurbished system can
serve as a valuable backup to ensure there’s no interruption in patient care.
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